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Reentrant waves propagating in a ring or annulus of excitable media are a model of the basic mechanism
underlying a major class of irregular cardiac rhythms known as anatomical reentry. Such reentrant waves are
terminated by rapid electrical stimulation~pacing! from an implantable device. Because the mechanisms of
such termination are poorly understood, we study pacing of anatomical reentry in a one-dimensional ring of
model cardiac cells. For realistic off-circuit pacing, our model-independent results suggest that circuit inho-
mogeneities, and the electrophysiological dynamical changes they introduce, may be essential for terminating
reentry in some cases.
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Reentrant tachycardias, abnormally rapid excitations
the heart that result from an impulse that rotates around
inexcitable obstacle~‘‘anatomical reentry’’! @1# or within a
region of cardiac tissue that is excitable in its entire
~‘‘functional reentry’’! @2,3#, may be fatal when they arise i
the heart’s ventricles. Trains of local electrical stimuli a
widely used to restore normal wave propagation in the h
during tachycardia. Such ‘‘antitachycardia pacing’’ is not
ways successful and may inadvertently cause tolerated ta
cardias to degenerate to more rapid and threatening
tiotemporally irregular cardiac activity such as ventricu
fibrillation @4#. The underlying mechanisms governing t
success or failure of antitachycardia pacing algorithms
not yet clear. Understanding these mechanisms is esse
as a better knowledge of the processes involved in the
pression of ventricular tachycardia~VT! through such pacing
might aid in the design of more effective therapies.

Several factors influence the ability of rapid pacing
interact with VT. The most prominent are@5#: ~i! VT rate~for
anatomical reentry this is determined by the length of the
circuit and impulse conduction velocity around the obstac!,
~ii ! the refractory period~i.e., the duration of time following
excitation during which cardiac tissue cannot be re-excit!
at the pacing site and in the VT circuit,~iii ! the conduction
time from the pacing site to the VT circuit, and~iv! the
duration of the excitable gap~the region of excitable tissue i
the VT circuit between the front and refractory tail of th
reentrant wave@6#!. A single stimulus is rarely sufficient to
satisfy the large number of conditions for successfully ter
nating reentry. Therefore, in practice, multiple stimuli a
often used—where the earlier stimuli are believed to ‘‘p
back’’ refractoriness to allow the subsequent stimuli to en
the circuit earlier than was possible with only a single stim
lus @5#.

The dynamics of pacing termination of one-dimensio
reentry has been investigated in a number of studies@2,7–
10#, but most of these were concerned exclusively with h
mogeneous ring of cardiac cells. The termination of reen
in such a geometry~which is effectively that of the reentry
circuit immediately surrounding an anatomical obstacle! oc-
curs in the following manner. Each stimulus splits into tw
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branches that travel in opposite directions around the ree
circuit. The retrograde branch~proceeding opposite to th
direction of the existing reentrant wave! ultimately collides
with the reentrant wave, causing mutual annihilation. T
anterograde branch~proceeding in the same direction as t
reentrant wave! can, depending on the timing of the stimu
lation, lead to resetting, where the anterograde wave
comes a new reentrant wave, or termination of reentry, wh
the anterograde wave is blocked by the refractory tail of
original reentrant wave. From continuity arguments, it can
shown that there exists a range of stimuli phases and am
tudes that leads to successful reentry termination@7#. Unfor-
tunately, the argument is essentially applicable only to a o
dimensional~1D! ring—the process is crucially depende
on the fact that the pacing site is on the reentry circuit its
However, in reality, the location of the reentry circuit is typ
cally not known when an electrical pacing device is im
planted, and, it is unlikely that the pacing site will be
fortuitously located.

In this study, we examine the dynamics of pacing from
site located some distance away from the reentry circ
Such off-circuit pacing introduces the realistic propagat
of the stimulus from the pacing site to the reentry circu
Because reentrant waves propagate outwardly from, in a
tion to around, the circuit, the stimulus will be blocked b
fore it reaches the circuit under most circumstances. Multi
stimuli are necessary to peel back refractory tissue increm
tally until one successfully arrives at the reentry circuit@5#.
Further, once a stimulus does reach the circuit, its ante
grade branch must be blocked by the refractory tail of
reentrant wave, or resetting will occur and termination w
fail. However, as outlined below, this is extremely unlike
to happen in a homogeneous medium.

Let us consider a reentrant circuit as a 1D ring of lengthL
with separate entrance and exit sidebranches~Fig. 1!. This
arrangement is an abstraction of the spatial geometry
volved in anatomical reentry@5#. Further, let the pacing site
be located on the entrance sidebranch at a distancez from the
circuit. We use the entrance sidebranch as the point of sp
origin (x50) to define the location of the wave on the rin
The conduction velocity and refractory period at a locatio
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distancex away ~in the clockwise direction! from the origin
are denoted byc(x) and r (x), respectively.

For a homogeneous medium,c(x)5c, r (x)5r (c,r are
constants!. Therefore the length of the region in the rin
which is refractory at a given instant isl 5cr. For sustained
reentry to occur, an excitable gap must exist~i.e., L.c r).
We assume that restitution effects~i.e., the variation of the
action potential duration as a function of the recovery tim!
can be neglected. Further, the circuit lengthL is considered
to be large enough so that the reentrant activity is sim
periodic. For convenience, associatet50 with the time when
the reentrant wave front is atx50 ~i.e., the entrance side
branch! @Fig. 1~a!#. Let us assume that a stimulus is appli
at t50. This stimulus will collide with the branch of th
reentrant wave propagating out through the entrance s
branch att5z/2c @Fig. 1~b!#. The pacing site will recover a
t5r and if another stimulus is applied immediately it w
reach the reentry circuit att5r 1(z/c) @Fig. 1~c!#. By this
time the refractory tail of the reentrant wave will be at
distancex5z away from the entrance sidebranch and
anterograde branch of the stimulus will not be blocked. Th
when z.0, it is impossible for the stimulus to catch up
the refractory tail in a homogeneous medium. This result
resetting of the reentrant wave rather than its termination

Note that if the first stimulus is given at a timet,
2z/c, it reaches the reentry circuit before the arrival of t
reentrant wave. As a result, the retrograde branch coll
with the oncoming reentrant wave, while the anterogra
branch proceeds to become the reset reentrant wave. Ev

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of reentry in a 1D ring illustrati
the necessity of a region of inhomogeneity for successful term
tion of reentry by pacing. Att50 the reentrant wave reaches th
entrance sidebranch~a!. At t5z/2c the reentrant wave propagatin
through the sidebranch and the first stimulus mutually annihi
each other~b!. At t5r 1(z/c) the second stimulus reaches the r
entry circuit by which time the refractory tail is a distancez away
from the sidebranch~c!. The presence of a region of inhomogene
in the ring makes it possible that the anterograde branch of
second stimulus will encounter a refractory region behind the re
trant wave~d!.
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the very special circumstance that the reentrant wave rea
the entrance sidebranch exactly at the same instant tha
stimulus reaches the circuit, the two colliding waves allo
propagation to continue along the reentrant circuit throu
local depolarization at the collision site. As a result, pac
termination seems all but impossible in a homogeneous
entry circuit.

The situation changes, however, if an inhomogene
~e.g., a zone of slow conduction! exists in the circuit@Fig.
1~d!#. In this case, the above argument no longer holds
cause the inhomogeneity alters the electrophysiological
namics~notably refractory period! of the excitation waves.
As a result, stimuli may arrive at the circuit from the pacin
site and encounter a region that is still refractory. This lea
to successful block of the anterograde branch of the stimu
while the retrograde branch annihilates the reentrant w
~as in the homogeneous case!, resulting in successful termi
nation.

The following simulation results also support the conc
sion that the existence of inhomogeneity in the reentry circ
is essential for pacing termination of VT. We assume that
cardiac impulse propagates in a continuous one-dimensi
ring of tissue~ignoring the microscopic cell structure! with
ring lengthL, representing a closed pathway of circus mov
ment around an anatomical obstacle~e.g., scar tissue!. The
propagation is described by the partial differential equati

]V/]t52I ion /Cm1D¹2V, ~1!

whereV ~mV! is the membrane potential,Cm51 mF cm22

is the membrane capacitance,D (cm2 s21) is the diffusion
constant, andI ion (mA cm22) is the cellular transmembran
ionic current density. We used the Luo-Rudy I action pote
tial model @11#, in which I ion5I Na1I si1I K1I K11I Kp
1I b . I Na5GNam

3h j(V2ENa) is the fast inward Na1 cur-
rent, I si5Gsid f(V2Esi) is the slow inward current,I K
5GKxxi(V2EK) is the slow outward time-dependent K1

current,I K15GK1K1`(V2EK1) is the time-independent K1

current,I Kp50.0183Kp(V2EKp) is the plateau K1 current,
andI b50.039 21(V159.87) is the total background curren
m, h, j, d, f, x, and xi are the gating variables satisfyin
differential equations of the typedy/dt5(y`2y)/ty , where
y` and ty are dimensionless quantities which are functio
solely of V. The extracellular K1 concentration is set to be
@K#055.4 mM, while the intracellular Ca21 concentration
obeysd@Ca# i /dt521024I si10.07(10242@Ca# i). The de-
tails of the expressions and the values used for the cons
can be found in Ref.@11#. We solve the model by using
forward-Euler integration scheme. We discretize the sys
on a grid of points in space with spacingdx50.01 cm
~which is comparable to the length of an actual cardiac c!
and use the standard three-point difference stencil for the
Laplacian. The spatial grid consists of a linear lattice withL
points; in this study we have usedL52500. The integration
time step used in our simulations isdt50.005 ms. The ini-
tial condition is a stimulated wave at some point in the m
dium with transient conduction block on one side to perm
wave-front propagation in a single direction only. Ext
stimuli are introduced from a pacing site.
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To understand the process of inhomogeneity-mediated
mination we introduced a zone of slow conduction in t
ring. Slow conduction has been observed in cardiac tis
under experimental ischemic conditions~lack of oxygen to
the tissue! @12# and the conduction velocity in affected re
gions is often as low as 10% of the normal propagat
speed in the ventricle@13#. This phenomenon can be reaso
ably attributed to a high degree of cellular uncoupling@14#,
as demonstrated by model simulations@15#. In our model,
slow conduction was implemented by varying the diffusi
constantD8 from the value ofD used for the remainder o
the ring. The length and diffusion constant (D8) of the zone
were varied to examine their effect on the propagation of
anterograde branch of the stimulus. We found that vary
the length of the zone of slow conduction~specifically, be-
tween 1.5 and 25 mm! had no qualitative effect on the re
sults. For the simulation results reported below we usedD
50.556 cm2/s andD850.061 cm2/s, corresponding to con
duction velocitiesc.47 cm/s andc8.12 cm/s, respectively
which are consistent with the values observed in human v
tricles @13,16#.

The reentrant wave activates the point in the ring~proxi-
mal to the zone of slow conduction! chosen to be the origin
(x50), where the stimulus enters the ring, at timet5T0. At
time t5T1, an activation wave is initiated through stimul
tion at x50. If this first stimulus is unable to terminate th
reentry, a second stimulus is applied att5T2, again atx
50. Note that the first stimulus is always able to termin
the reentry if it is applied when the region on one side of i
still refractory—leading to unidirectional propagation. Th
is identical to the mechanism studied previously for term
nating reentry by pacing within a 1D ring@7#. However, in
this study we are interested in the effect of pacing from a
away from the reentry circuit. In that case, it is generally n
possible for the first stimulus to arrive at the reentry circ
exactly at the refractory end of the reentrant wave~as dis-
cussed above!. Therefore we have used values ofT1 for
which the first stimulus can give rise to both the anterogra
as well as the retrograde branches, and only consider ree
termination through block of the anterograde branch of
stimulated wave in the zone of slow conduction.

Figure 2~top! shows an instance of successful terminat
of the reentrant wave where the anterograde branch of
stimulus applied atT151146.22 ms (T12T05428.00 ms)
is blocked at the boundary of the zone of slow conduction~at
time t.1253 ms,x550 mm). Figure 2~bottom! shows a
magnified view of the region at which conduction block o
curs. The region immediately within the zone of slow co
duction shows depolarization but not an action potential~i.e.,
the excitation is subthreshold!, while the region just preced
ing the inhomogeneity has successively decreasing ac
potential durations. The peak membrane potential attai
during this subthreshold depolarization sharply decrea
with increasing depth into the inhomogeneity so that, a
distance of 0.5 mm from the boundary inside the zone
slow conduction, no appreciable change is observed in
membrane potentialV. For the same simulation paramete
as Fig. 2, a single stimulus applied atT12T0.428.63 ms is
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not blocked at the inhomogeneity, and a second stimu
needs to be applied at timeT2 to terminate reentry.

Different values of coupling interval (T12T0) and pacing
interval (T22T1) were used to find which parameters led
block of the anterograde wave. Figure 3 is a parameter sp
diagram which shows the different parameter regimes wh
termination was achieved.

FIG. 2. ~Top! Plot of the membrane potentialV showing spa-
tiotemporal propagation of a reentrant wave in a Luo-Rudy ring
length 250 mm, successfully terminated by pacing with a sin
stimulus. The zone of slow conduction is betweenx550 mm and
x575 mm. In this region the diffusion constant changes fromD
50.556 toD850.061 cm2/s with an infinite gradient at the bound
aries. The reentrant wave activates the site atx50 mm at T0

5718.22 ms. The stimulus is applied atx50 mm at T1

51146.22 ms (coupling interval5428.00 ms).~Bottom! Magnifi-
cation of the above plot for the region betweenx543 mm andx
551 mm and the time interval 1242.50<t<1277.50 ms. Note that
inside the inhomogeneity, no action potential is generated.
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The conduction block of the anterograde branch of
stimulated wave is due to a dynamical effect linked to a lo
increase of the refractory period at the boundary of the z
of slow conduction in the reentrant circuit. To obtain an id
about the variation of refractory period around the inhom
geneity, we measure the closely related quantity, action
tential duration~APD!. Figure 4 shows the variation of th
APD as the reentrant wave propagates across the ring.
APD of an activation wave was approximated as the ti
interval between successive crossing of260 mV by the
transmembrane potentialV @17#. As the wave crosses th
boundary into the region of slow conduction, the APD i
creases sharply. Within this region, however, the APD ag
decreases sharply. Away from the boundaries, in the inte
of the region of slow conduction, the APD remains const
until the wave crosses over into the region of faster cond
tion again, with a corresponding sharp decrease followed
a sharp increase of the APD, around the boundary. This re
is consistent with the observation by Keener@18# that non-
uniform diffusion has a large effect on the refractory peri
in discrete systems.

FIG. 3. Parameter space diagram of coupling interval~CI! and
pacing interval~PI! at which termination occurs in the 1D Luo
Rudy ring of length 250 mm with a zone of slow conduction b
tween x550 and 75 mm (D50.556 cm2/s, D850.061 cm2/s).
The VT period around the ring is 692.46 ms. The line connect
the circles represents the critical pacing interval value below wh
the second stimulus gets blocked by the refractory tail of the
stimulus. The region between the circles and squares represen
regime in which the second stimulus is blocked in the anterogr
direction in the zone of slow conduction~leading to successful ter
mination! for a boundary with infinite gradient. For longer PI~the
region above the squares!, the second stimulus propagates throu
the inhomogeneity and only resets the reentrant wave. Note tha
APD of the reentrant wave atx50 is approximately 340.6 ms. Fo
CI ,355.29 ms, the first stimulus is blocked atx50, while for CI
.428.63 ms, the anterograde branch of the first stimulus is
blocked at the zone of slow conduction~leading to resetting of the
reentrant wave!. For intermediate values of CI~i.e., between 355.29
and 428.63 ms!, the first stimulus is able to successfully termina
reentry.
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However, the APD lengthening alone cannot explain
conduction block. Figure 4 shows that the maximum APD
the boundary of the inhomogeneity, is;345 ms, yet conduc-
tion failed for a coupling interval of 428.00 ms. The blockin
of such a wave~i.e., one that is initiated at a coupling inte
val that is significantly longer than the previous APD! im-
plies that APD actually underestimates the effective refr
tory period. While it is believed that such ‘‘postrepolarizatio
refractoriness’’ does not occur in homogeneous tissue, it
been observed experimentally for discontinuous propaga
of excitation @19,20#. Postrepolarization refractoriness
caused by residual repolarizing ionic current that pers
long after the transmembrane potential has returned alm
to its quiescent value. As seen in Fig. 5, this has occurre
our system—at the time when the electrotonic current of
stimulated wave begins entering the inhomogeneity, the io
current has not fully recovered from the previous wave, a
is actually working against the electrotonic current (I ion
.0). If the stimulated wave is early enough, this ionic cu
rent mediated postrepolarization refractoriness is enoug
prevent the electrotonic current from depolarizing the zo
of slow conduction.

This prolongation of the refractory period at the border
the inhomogeneity is the underlying cause of the conduc
block leading to successful termination of reentry, as can
seen in Fig. 6. Here, we compare the behavior at the in
mogeneity boundary when the wave is blocked (
5428.00 ms) with the case when the wave does propa
through the inhomogeneity (CI5428.64 ms). As already
mentioned, in the case of block, the depolarization of
region immediately inside the zone of slow conduction is n
sufficient to generate an action potential. Instead, the elec
tonic current increases the transmembrane potentialV to ;
255 mV and then slowly decays back to the resting sta
On the other hand, if the stimulation is applied only 0.64
later, V ~as in the earlier case! rises to;255 mV and then
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FIG. 4. Variation of the action potential duration~APD! for the
reentrant wave as it proceeds fromx50 to x5125 mm in the ring.
The arrow indicates the direction of wave propagation. The das
lines betweenx550 and 75 mm enclose the region where the d
fusion constant changes fromD50.556 toD850.061 cm2/s with
an infinite gradient at the boundaries.
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after a short delay (;8 ms) exhibits an action potential. Th
illustrates that in the earlier case the region had not yet
covered fully when the stimulation had arrived.

Figure 7 shows in detail how the difference in diffusio
constant in the inhomogeneity leads to conduction blo
@21#. In the region with normal diffusion constant@Fig. 7~a!#,
the initial stimulation for a region to exhibit an action pote
tial is provided by current arriving from a neighboring e
cited region. This spatial ‘‘electrotonic’’ currentI spat
5CmD¹2V is communicated through gap junctions whi
connect neighboring cardiac cells. As soon as the ‘‘u
stream’’ neighboring region is excited with a correspond
increase in potentialV, the difference in membrane potentia
causes an electrotonic current to flow into the region un
consideration~positive deflection inI spat). This causes the
local potential to rise and subsequently, an outward curren
the ‘‘downstream’’ neighboring nonexcited region is initiate
~negative deflection inI spat). Thus the initial net curren
flow into the region is quickly balanced and is followed, f
a short time, by a net current flow out of the region, until t
net currentI spat becomes zero as the membrane potentiaV
reaches its peak value. The change inV due toI spat initiates
changes in the local ionic currentI ion . This initially shows a
small positive hump, followed by a large negative dip~the
inward excitatory rush of ionic current!, which then again
sharply rises to a small positive value~repolarizing current!
and gradually goes to zero. The net effect of the change
I spat and I ion on the local membrane potentialV is reflected
in the curve for]V/]t5D¹2V2(I ion /Cm). This shows a
rapid increase to a large positive value and then a decrea
a very small negative value as the membrane potentiaV
reaches its peak value followed by a slight decrease to

FIG. 5. The ionic currentI ion ~solid curve! and the spatial elec
trotonic currentI spat5CmD¹2V ~broken curve! at x550 mm ~the
boundary of the inhomogeneity!. Note that, initially, the latter is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the former. Att
.1248.5 ms,I spat begins to increase due to current inflow from t
upstream excited neighboring region. The high value ofI ion

throughout this time indicates that the boundary of the inhomo
neity has not yet recovered from the passage of the previous w
by the time the next stimulated wave arrives.
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plateau phase value of the action potential.
At the boundary of the inhomogeneity, however, the c

rent I spat is reduced drastically because of the low value
the diffusion constantD8 at the inhomogeneity@Figs. 6~b!
and 7~b!#. Physically, this means that the net current flo
into the cell immediately inside the region of slow condu
tion is much lower than in the normal tissue. This results
a slower than normal depolarization of the region within t
inhomogeneity. Because the region is not yet fully recover
this reduced electrotonic current is not sufficient to depo
ize the membrane beyond the excitation threshold. There
the depolarization is not accompanied by the changes
ionic current dynamics needed to generate an action pote
in the tissue@Fig. 6~c!#. The resulting]V/]t curve therefore
shows no significant positive peak. Hence the initial rise inV
is then followed by a decline back to the resting poten
value as is reflected in the curve for]V/]t in Fig. 6~d!.

-
ve

FIG. 6. The~a! transmembrane potentialV, ~b! the spatial~elec-
trotonic! currentI spat5CmD¹2V, ~c! the ionic currentI ion , and~d!
the rate of change of transmembrane potential]V/]t5D¹2V
2(I ion /Cm), at x550 mm for coupling intervals CI5428.00 ms
~solid curves! and 428.64 ms~broken curves! @D50.556 cm2/s,
D850.061 cm2/s]. In the former case, the initial depolarization
insufficient to generate an action potential and the excitation w
front is blocked. In the latter case, the region has recovered s
ciently so that the stimulation is able to generate an action pote
and the wave propagates through the inhomogeneity.
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When the stimulation is given after a longer coupling
terval (T12T0), i.e., after the cells in the inhomogeneo
region have recovered more fully, a different sequence
events occurs. As in the case shown in Fig. 7~b!, the depo-
larization of the region immediately inside the zone of slo
conduction is extremely slow because of the reduced elec
tonic current I spat. However, because the tissue has h
more time to recover, the electrotonic current depolarizes
membrane potential beyond the threshold and the ionic
rent mechanism responsible for generating the action po
tial is initiated~as illustrated by the broken curves in Fig. 6!.
As a result, the excitation is not blocked but propaga

FIG. 7. The spatial variation of transmembrane potentialV, the
spatial currentI spat5CmD¹2V, the ionic currentI ion , and the rate
of change of transmembrane potential]V/]t5D¹2V2(I ion /Cm),
in ~a! a homogeneous region of tissue~at t51240.05 ms) and~b! at
the border of slow conduction~at t51254.00 ms). The zone o
slow conduction is betweenx550 mm and x575 mm (D
50.556 cm2/s, D850.061 cm2/s) and the coupling interval is
428.00 ms. In~a! the excitation wave front propagates normal
while in ~b! the wave front is blocked at the boundary of the inh
mogeneity. The arrows indicate the direction of propagation of
wave front.
f
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through the inhomogeneity, although with a slower cond
tion velocity than normal because of the longer time requi
for the cells to be depolarized beyond the excitation thre
old.

To ensure that these results are not model dependent
pecially on the details of ionic currents, we also looked a
modified Fitzhugh-Nagumo type excitable media model
ventricular activation proposed by Panfilov@22#. The details
about the simulation of the Panfilov model are identical
those given in Refs.@23,24#. This two-variable model lacks
any description of ionic currents and does not exhibit eit
the restitution or dispersion property of cardiac tissue.
expected, such differences resulted in quantitative change
termination requirements~e.g., the parameter regions
which termination occurs for the Panfilov model are differe
from those shown in Fig. 3 for the Luo-Rudy model!. Nev-
ertheless, despite quantitative differences, these fundam
tally different models shared the requirement of an inhom
geneity for termination, thereby supporting the mod
independence of our findings.

There are some limitations of our study. The most sign
cant one is the use of a 1D model. However, our prelimin
studies on pacing in a 2D excitable media model of anato
cal reentry@24# show similar results. We have also assum
the heart to be a monodomain rather than a bidomain~which
has separate equations for intracellular and extracell
space!. We believe this simplification to be justified for th
low antitachycardia pacing stimulus amplitude. We ha
used a higher degree of cellular uncoupling to simulate
chemic tissue where slow conduction occurs. However,
chemia causes many biophysical changes that can alte
fractory period and conduction velocity@25,26#. These
include~i! elevated extracellular K1 concentration@K#0, ~ii !
acidic reduction of the fast sodium andL-type calcium cur-
rents,~iii ! acidic reduction of intracellular K1 concentration
@K# i , ~iv! anoxic activation of a time-independent outwa
current I K(ATP) , and ~v! anoxic reduction ofI Ca(L) , but
many of these effects are transient and do not provid
chronic substrate for inducing irregular cardiac activity. Als
there are other types of inhomogeneity in addition to
chemic tissue. For example, existence of a region hav
longer refractory period will lead to the development
patches of refractory zones in the wake of the reentr
wave. If the anterograde branch of the stimulus arrives
such a zone before it has fully recovered, it will be block
@1#.

Despite these limitations, the results presented here o
insight into pacing termination of anatomical reentry in t
ventricle. We have developed general~i.e., model indepen-
dent! mathematical arguments, supported by simulatio
that circuit inhomogeneities are required for successful
mination of anatomical-reentry VT when stimulation occu
off the circuit ~as is typical in reality!. Thus considering the
critical role of such inhomogeneities may lead to more eff
tive pacing algorithms.
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